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r Exam QUIZ 2 PHYSICS 2B SPRING 2010 

Name_Professor S.K. 

(epsilon)O 8.85.1O"-12C2/N.m2 k (Coulomb'c constant) 9.0 1O"9N.l'n2/C2 eiecton rnass = 9.11 HJ"-31 kg 
electron charge (magnitude) e 1.610"-19 C 
MULTIPLE CHOICE. Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question. 

Figure 23.1 
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A nonuniform electric field is dir{~cted along the x-axis at all points in space. This nHlgnitude of tht~ field varies with x, 
but not with respect to y or z. The axis of a cylindrical surface, 0.80 m long and 0.20 m in diameter, is aligned parallcl to 
the x-axis. The electric fields Eland E2, at the ends of the cy!ind rkal 51..1 rfi:1Ce, ha ve m~)gnit1..lde5 of 6000 N I C <md 4000 

N/C repsectivelJ~ and are directed as shown. 
1) In Figure 23.1. the charge enclosed bv the cylindricdl surface is closest to: 

;\) +2.H nC [~) -2.R nC (.) +1 A- nC' D) +0.6 nC @ 
Figure 2:'-5 	 x. dt~diO'\ 
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A hollow conducting ~ph~'r(' has radii of 0.80 In and 1.20 m. TIll' sphere carries a charge of -500 nc. A point charge of +300 
nC IS prest'nt .at tilt, cenler. 

2) In Figure 235, the surtace charge density on the inner spherical surfa~,:(~ is closest to: 

A) -6\: 10-8 (<1m2 

®x Ill-8('/m2 FC) +6 x lU-8 -- ',,$ r'Je 
D) +4x 10-8C/1112 


E) Z(~ro 
 So Qet1c. = E: A=-o 
li, 

s C) ~el\c 0 

(':: , go PI 6 IY -4 X /D - ~C).,-t. 
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q = ..600 nC \L "'2. t: "l- ~ , 
- _ _ - Q= -600 nC )0 X~i\k q +)< I 

A charge Q = -800 ne is uniformly distributed on a ring of 2.4 m radius. A charge q == +600 nC is place/att'he center of 
the ring. Points A and B are located on the axis of the ring, as shown. 

3) In Figure 24.2, the electric potential is equal to zero at a point on the axis of the ring. The distance of this 
point from the center of the ring is closest to: 

A) 2.6 m B) 2.8 m C) 2.4 m D) 2.5 In 

Figure 22.12 
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4) In Figure 22.12, an electron of speed 4 x 106 m /5 is fired midway between two large parallel plates. The 
plates are maintained at a potential difference Vo and are separated by 4 mm_ The length of the plates in the 

direction of electron motion is 5 C111S_ What is the maximum value of the potential differenceV 0 which will 

not re.suIt in the electron ~ the far edge of the lower plate? 
A) 12AV ~8V C)123V D) 37..5 V E)216V 
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